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ABSTRACT 
ACS has now spent over 20 years in the harsh radiation environment of low-earth orbit, and the 
charge-transfer efficiency of the detector has suffered accordingly.  Considerable attention has 
been devoted to developing pixel-based reconstructions for images and empirical corrections for 
traditional aperture photometry.  These corrections work well for moderate-to-high S/N sources, 
but thus far the impact of CTE on low S/N sources has not been explored.  In this report, we 
examine the survival of faint point sources as a function of background in the ACS/WFC 
detector.  Many HST programs involve stacking multiple exposures to find and measure sources 
that are too faint to be detected with significance in individual exposures.  We show here that a 
marginally detected point source with ~4 e- in its central pixel that is 2000 pixels from the 
readout register will lose about 50% of its flux on a background of 40 e-; it will lose less when 
the background is higher and more when the background is lower.  We explore source 
brightnesses from 4 e- to 60 e- and backgrounds from 10 e- to 40 e-.  The trends explored here 
can help correct such observations and more effectively plan future observations. 
 

 

1. Introduction 
HST’s vantage point above the atmosphere allows us to see crystal-clear images of the sky.  At 
the same time, though, its location above the atmosphere makes its detectors much more 
vulnerable to cosmic-ray damage than detectors on the ground.  Hot pixels are one by-product of 
this degradation.  Charge-transfer-efficiency (CTE) losses are another.   
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Imperfect CTE means that the photo-electrons that are originally generated in the individual 
pixels of the detector during the exposure are not all faithfully transferred to the readout 
electronics as a single packet.  During the transfer process, traps in the detector’s silicon lattice 
can delay the arrival of individual electrons to the readout amplifier and thus cause them to be 
associated with pixels that are upstream from the electrons’ original pixel packets.  The number 
of traps, and hence the severity of CTE losses, increases monotonically with time in the high-
radiation environment of space. 

Losses in the charge-transfer process are complicated.  Electrons are not trapped and released in 
a uniform way.  The first few electrons in a pixel are much more vulnerable to transfer delays 
than are the hundredth or ten-thousandth electrons in a pixel.  The reason for this is that a pixel’s 
electron cloud exists in a three-dimensional volume within the pixel.  The size of this cloud is the 
result of a balancing-act between the potential established by the electrodes on the boundaries of 
the pixel and the self-repulsion of the electron packet itself, which depends naturally on the 
number of electrons it contains.   
The larger the electron cloud, the larger the three-dimensional volume it will occupy.  However, 
the projected surface area of the cloud in the direction of readout is more relevant than the 
volume in determining how many traps it will encounter in its journey to the readout register, 
and the cloud’s projected surface area grows more slowly than the cloud’s volume.  For this 
reason, clouds with more electrons experience more traps total, but fewer traps per electron.   As 
such, smaller clouds experience higher fractional losses. 

Although we can see the progression of radiation damage to the detector in the form of charge-
trailing behind stars and cosmic rays, we do not have perfect information about where the traps 
are within each pixel of the detector.  Therefore, we are left to treat the impact of imperfect 
charge-transfer in a purely phenomenological way.  The pixel-based CTE algorithm is one such 
empirical approach (see Anderson & Bedin 2010 and Anderson & Ryon 2018).  The formula-
based photometric correction1 is another (see Chiaberge 2012).  Both of these approaches deal 
with moderate to high signal-to-noise sources:  the pixel-based correction must be careful not to 
amplify readnoise, and the formula correction can be used only on sources that are bright enough 
to be found and measured in individual exposures. 
Many HST targets are faint, even by HST standards.  In an individual exposure, these faint 
sources may be lost in the 4-e- readnoise or in the Poisson-noise of the background.  Observers 
must take and stack many orbits of exposures just to detect these sources, and must take even 
more exposures to measure them well. 
Unfortunately, the existing treatments of CTE do not provide any indication how such marginal-
detection observations are impacted by imperfect charge transfer.  One could imagine that in the 
case where a source finds itself about as bright as a positive Poisson-noise excursion, that such a 
source might find itself shielded from many traps by the positive noise excursions downstream of 
it, and that its losses might therefore be mitigated somewhat.  Alternatively, one could image a 
situation where losses are so great that all positive Poisson-noise excursions (along with any 
similar sources) would be trapped by lattice defects and smoothed out such that everything just a 
little brighter than the background would be leveled out.  It is not clear which of these extreme 

 
1 https://acsphotometriccte.stsci.edu 
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theoretical regimes corresponds better to reality.  The fact that trails are relatively short2 would 
tend to support the second hypothesis.  This report is a first attempt to elucidate the impact of 
imperfect CTE on deep-imaging science. 

Most of the pixel-based-CTE-model development is done via a variety of internal dark 
exposures.  HST has many internal3 orbits available every cycle that are useful for calibration 
purposes only, so there is very little opportunity cost to doing these calibrations.  Many of these 
programs have taken a series of long and short darks at a variety of post-flash levels to 
understand as much as possible about the charge-transfer process.  The formula-based CTE 
calibrations require several external orbits every year.  Every external orbit that is used for 
calibration is an external orbit that could have been used by GOs for science, so external orbits 
are a precious resource that is used very sparingly.  It would be very difficult to justify taking 
many tens of orbits to beat down on a faint field in order to assess how CTE affects the low S/N 
sources that can be found only in such multi-orbit programs.  Thankfully, there is another way:  
rather than taking hundreds of exposures and stacking them to examine the faint sources, we can 
take one exposure and stack hundreds of star images to accomplish the same result.  That is the 
aim of this report. 
This report is organized as follows.  We first describe the observing strategy in Section 2.  Then 
in Section 3 we examine graphically how images of stars survive from detector to readout as a 
function of star brightness, location on detector, and sky background.  Finally, in Section 4 we 
compare the results for ACS/WFC to WFC3/UVIS and provide some guidelines for observation 
analysis and planning. 
 

2. Observations 

In January 2021, program Cal-16441 (PI - Anderson) used two external orbits to observe the 
star-filled central region of Omega Centauri with WFC3/UVIS in prime and ACS/WFC in 
parallel.   With each camera, we took four deep 800-s exposures, along with a series of 4-s 
exposures with a variety of post-flash backgrounds. 

In this set of exposures, the stars that have ~800 e- in the deep exposures should have ~4 e- in 
the short exposures, and stars with 4000 e- in the deep exposures should have about 20 e- in the 
shorts.  The stack of the deep exposures gives us a sense of what the “truth” should be for the 
short exposures, since each pixel has high SNR and is minimally affected by CTE losses.  By 
comparing the observed flux distribution in the short exposures against what should have been 
there (based on what we see in the long exposures), we can get a direct handle on what imperfect 
CTE has done to these faint sources. 
 

 
 

 
2 Over half the flux is released in about 6 pixel shifts. 
3 Internal-orbit observations are taken, generally with the shutter closed, while another detector is taking on-sky 
observations.  These are typically darks, biase, lamp flats, etc. 
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Table 1:  List of ACS/WFC images from Cal-16441 used in this analysis.  All images were taken with 
the Amp B subarray.  The pointings were all identical. 

Image name Filter Exposure time Postflash Background 
jehr02lgq F606W 800s  ¾  175 e- – 265 e- 
jehr02lnq F606W 800s ¾  
jehr02lvq F606W 800s ¾  
jehr02m2q F606W 800s ¾  
jehr02leq F606W 4s 10 e- = 0.7 s  8 e- – 13 e- 
jehr02llq F606W 4s 20 e- = 1.4 s 14 e- – 24 e-  
jehr02ltq F606W 4s 30 e- = 2.1 s 18 e- – 33 e- 

jehr02m0q F606W 4s 40 e- = 2.9 s 25 e- – 44 e- 
 
 
Thanks to its large buffer, WFC3/UVIS was able to take twelve full-frame images in the course 
of the two orbits (8 shorts and 4 longs), but ACS/WFC was able to take only eight 2048´2048 
subarray exposures (4 shorts and 4 longs).  The WFC3/UVIS results have been written up as part 
of WFC/ISR 2021-09 (Anderson, Baggett, & Kuhn).  Table 1 provides information about the 
ACS exposures analyzed here.  Note that there was no postflash performed on the deep 
exposures, as the background was already quite high from the extended PSF halos of the well-
exposed stars.   
The moderate variation of the background in the 800-s exposures is the result of the cluster 
gradient in the off-center field observed by ACS.  Postflash was performed on the short 
exposures, and we list the level specified in the Phase-2 APT file (in electrons) and the post-flash 
duration (in seconds, from the image headers) used to perform the flash.  If we scale down the 
200-e- background from the long 800-s exposures, we would expect about 1 e-, so most of the 
background in the 4-s exposures comes from post-flash.  The ACS post-flash is not uniform 
across the detector.  It is higher at the center and lower by about 40% at the corners (see Miles et 
al. 2018). 
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Figure 1:  Stack of the four deep 800s exposures, showing the full 2048´2048-pixel field used here. 

 
Figure 1 shows a simple stack of the deep 800s exposures.  Since there was no dither (by 
design), we just found a sigma-clipped average value for each pixel from the four contributing 
images.  The field has quite a few bright saturated stars, but most of the frame is blank with a flat 
background.  We used the B amplifier because of its higher-quality PSF.  We have re-oriented 
this exposure, and all other images shown, such that the readout register is at the bottom of the 
field, and pixels at the top of the frame have ~2000 parallel shifts down to the readout amplifier.  
Some of the stars were clearly saturated in this 800-s frame, but the vast majority of the stars 
were unsaturated.  We ignored the saturated stars and focused in this analysis on the plentiful 
unsaturated stars. 
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Figure 2:  Histogram of stars found in the deep stack.  The central-pixel flux for stars in the deep 
image is shown inside the plot along the top, and that for the 4-s images is shown above the plot. 

 

We ran the recently released PSF-photometry routine hst1pass (Anderson 2022) on the four 
deep exposures and collated the star lists.  For each star, we have an average (x,y) position in the 
raw frame, and an average instrumental magnitude -2.5 log10(FLUXr<10), where the flux is 
measured by fitting the inner 5´5 pixels of each star with an empirical PSF that is normalized to 
have a flux of 1.00 within a radius of 10 pixels.  We came up with 15,736 unsaturated stars with 
instrumental magnitudes between -13.75 and -7.00 in the long exposures.  
Figure 2 shows a histogram of the magnitudes of the identified unsaturated stars in the frame.  
Stars with an instrumental magnitude of -10 have 10,000 total electrons and a S/N of about 100.  
There are almost 4000 such stars in the field at a variety of distances from the readout register.   
About 20% of a star’s flux lands within the central pixel when the star is centered on that pixel.  
At the top of the plot, we label the intensity of a star’s central pixel for each of the histogram 
bins, for the 800-s images (at the top, but within the figure) and the implied intensity for stars in 
the 4-s images (above the figure). 
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Figure 3:  (Left) the stack of the four deep 800s exposures, scaled down by a factor of 200 (800 s ÷ 4 
s) in order to match the short exposures.  (Middle) the first of the short 4s exposures.  (Right) The 
difference between the other two panels, showing the redistribution of charge caused by imperfect 
CTE.  White corresponds to the loss of charge, and dark to the addition of charge, relative to the 
original pre-readout distribution.   The image portion shown is ~2000 parallel transfers from the 
readout register.  The readout direction is downward in these figures. 

Figure 3 shows how we can scale-down the 800-s “truth” stack and compare it against the 4-s 
exposures in order to assess how CTE affects the appearance of low S/N sources.  The stars in 
the left 800-s image are nearly free of CTE losses, on account of their brightness and the 
relatively high background (see Figure 6).  The stars in the middle image exhibit significant 
CTE trailing and in some cases are lost altogether.  The image on the right is the difference 
between the left and middle image, and it demonstrates the impact that CTE has had on the flux 
distribution in the middle image.  For extremely faint stars, the flux simply disappears 
(generating a white hole), but for medium-bright stars, some flux is lost from the leading edge of 
the stellar profile and some flux is gained back on the trailing edge.  The field shown here 
represents a very small fraction of the 2048´2048 image, so there are a great many stars to 
analyze at all brightness levels. 
Even though it would be prohibitively costly to take hundreds of external orbits in order to stack 
sources and evaluate the charge-transfer losses for faint sources as a function of post-flash level, 
we can accomplish the same thing here by taking just one image at each post-flash level and 
stacking hundreds of stars of similar brightness.  
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3. Analysis 
We begin with a list of the stars in the field, shown in the histogram of Figure 2.  Then we 
generate a subset of these stars in a certain magnitude bin, say, minst ~ -10 in the deep exposures, 
implying -7.7 in the short exposures.  Such stars will have about 2000 e- in their central pixels in 
the 800-s exposures and about 10 e- in their central pixels the 4-s exposures.  For each of these 
stars in each exposure (the deep stack and the four short exposures), we collect a raster of the  

closest 9´9 pixels and determine a local sky using the pixels between r = 3 and r = 4.  The 
measured position for the star (x, y) allows us to associate with each pixel its location relative to 
the star’s center.  Thus, for each pixel we have:  i and j (the pixel location), Dx and Dy (the offset 
of each pixel relative the center of the star), Pij (the pixel value), and s (the sky value).  Using this 
set of data, we can examine the stellar profiles in the short exposures and can compare them 
against expectations from the deep stack.    
Figure 4 shows an example of such an analysis wherein we examine the vertical profile through 
the central pixels of stars.  Since stars are transported vertically downward through the pixels 
during readout, it is the vertical profile that we would expect to be most affected by imperfect 
CTE.  The bottom panels show the stars that are close to the readout register (where imperfect 
CTE should have a minimal impact), and the top panels show stars far from the readout (which 
should suffer maximally from imperfect CTE). 
The panels on the left, with the black points, show the “truth” profile from the scaled down 800-s 
exposure.  We would expect about 10 e- in the peak pixel of the profile.  This is true at bottom of 
the detector and the top of the detector.  The PSF does change shape slightly across the detector 
(see Anderson & King 2006), but this is a relatively small ~10% effect. 
The bottom row of panels shows stars close to the readout.  The small points in each plot 
correspond to the individual pixels in the profiles of the individual stars.   The difference in 
background level for the four exposures is clear.  The solid curve shows a running sigma-clipped 
average of the profile with a Dy width of ±0.5 pixel.  The smooth curve is repeated with the 
background subtracted below, and we compare it against the black curve from the deep stack.  In 
all four cases, the profile of the stars in the short exposures is similar to our expectations from 
the deep exposures.  The stars on the lowest background show some profile degradation from 
imperfect CTE, but the loss is mild (~10%) for stars that do not undergo many transfers to 
readout. 
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Figure 4:  Vertical profiles for stars in the various images near the readout register with row 
number j ~ 250 (bottom panels) and far from the readout register  j ~1750 (top panels).  The left 
panels show the scaled-down 800-s exposure, and the other panels show the four post-flashed short 
exposures.  The individual points in each plot show the distribution of raw pixel values for the 
vertical profile through the central pixel (|Dx|< 0.5 ).  The heavy line shows the box-filter average, 
both along with the points and with background subtracted relative to the “truth” curve from the 
deep stack. 

 
The top row of panels shows stars that are far from the readout amplifier, i.e., those that suffer 
~2000 parallel shifts.  These 10-e- stars clearly suffer from imperfect CTE on all backgrounds, 
but the stars on the ~10-e- background (the lowest one explored here) suffer the most.  In all 
profiles, we see a loss of signal for negative Dy, and some gain for positive Dy, though the losses 
are much greater than the gains.  We know from the CTE model that when a trap grabs an 
electron, there is a ~20% chance it will deposit it in the first upstream pixel, and a 10% chance 
that it will deposit it in the second upstream pixel, etc. (see Figure 8 in Anderson & Ryon 2018 
for more details).  Most of the trail is released well beyond most typical photometric apertures. 
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For each panel, the average local sky background is listed at the upper left.  At the upper right, 
we show the maximum flux in a 2´2-pixel box for each profile relative to that for the deep 
reference profile.  On backgrounds higher than ~15 e-, losses are at the 5% level for the bottom 
quarter of the detector, but losses are between 35% and 50% for the stars in the top quarter. 
Note that since the star’s profile tends to shift upward on account of the trapping and release of 
charge, we could not simply measure the flux in the aperture at the star’s known position, since it 
is clearly not maximum there.  When searching for faint stars, it is natural to measure the star 
where its flux is greatest, not where the star truly is (which we generally do not know ahead of 
time).  We chose a 2´2-pixel box, since that box size maximizes the S/N for background-limited 
point sources.  The flux in a smaller aperture than this is too sensitive to the presumed location of 
the source center, and the flux in a larger aperture than this is swamped by background 
uncertainties. 
Figure 4 shows the CTE-impacted profiles for stars of a single brightness — those with about 10 
electrons in their central pixels.  Figure 5 generalizes the analysis and shows four different 
brightnesses of stars at four fiducial locations relative to the readout register.  As in the previous 
figure, the sky values are given at the left and the surviving 2´2-box flux is provided at the right.  
Even though the profiles in Figure 5 are built up from a large number of stars of similar 
brightness on similar backgrounds, the profiles are still quite noisy.  The faintest star has only 
one count above sky on average that survives to the readout.  With the readnoise of 4.25 e- and 
sky noise from 3.5 to 7 e-, these are indeed extremely faint sources, and measuring a high S/N 
profile for them is difficult.   
This exercise we have performed here is similar to what observers often do to measure faint 
sources.  They take multiple long exposures and drizzle/stack them together in hopes of 
measuring the faint objects with higher S/N than is available in a single exposure.  Below, we 
will distill the curves in Figure 5 into tables. 
Up until now, we have considered the deep exposures to have essentially no CTE losses.  Indeed, 
the losses are certainly small relative to the short exposures, and they remain at the perturbation 
level, but they are not entirely negligible.  Since these exposures are not full-frame images, the 
pipeline does not automatically produce an flc image because the bias de-striping cannot be 
done in the 4-amplifier way (see Grogin et al. 2011).  It is possible to perform the de-striping 
with the routine acs_destripe_plus in acstools, but we decided to use a more emirical 
approach here.   
Cal-15760 (PI-Chiaberge) took some deep images of the calibration field in 47 Tuc with a full-
chip dither in y, which allows a direct calibration of photometric CTE.  Basically, since the two 
chips read out in opposite directions, the CTE trends go in opposite directions in the two 
pointings such that we can subtract the photometry and see a direct manifestation of the CTE 
losses.  (See Chiaberge 2012 for more details.)  We performed 3´3-pixel aperture photometry on 
the two images (je5v01naq and je5v01nmq) and analyzed the CTE-related photometric 
losses as a function of brightness. 
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Figure 5:  Similar to Figure 4, but here we show the results for four different brightnesses 
of star in the columns from left to right.   The bottom rows show the profiles (in electrons) 
close to the readout register (row-number j ~ 250), and the upper rows show profiles for 
stars increasingly far from the readout register (j ~ 1750).  In each panel, we show the 
reference “truth” profile in black, and the profiles for the four different background levels 
in different colors.  The FRAT value shown corresponds to the fractional flux recovered in 
a 2´2-pixel box. 
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Figure 6:  A CTE-loss analysis for bright stars taken in a pair of images with a full-chip 
dither between them.  Stars in one image are read-out downwards and those in the other 
image are read-out upwards, such that a stars with no CTE loss in one exposure has 
maximum CTE loss in another exposure. (See Chiaberge et al. 2012 for a detailed 
description).   Stars with instrumental magnitudes of -12, -11, -10, and -9 have central 
pixels with 12,500, 5,000, 2,000, and 800 e-, respectively, in their central pixels.  The slope 
corresponds to the loss over 2048 pixels. 

 
Figure 6 shows such CTE-trend plots for the 4 different magnitude bins considered here.  The 
“slope” labeled at the top corresponds to the photometric loss, in magnitudes, for a star of the 
labeled brightness transferred from j=2048 down to the readout at epoch 2020.67.  In order to get 
the net flux-survival trends, we multiplied the survival fraction of charge reported in the top two 
panels of Figure 5 by the survival fraction implied from the deep-star flux from Figure 6. 
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Figure 7:  The surviving 2´2-pixel flux as a function of sky background (in electrons) for the four 
brightness ranges considered in Figure 5.  In the labels, Fr<10 corresponds to the flux within 10 
pixels.  PCEN corresponds to the flux in the central pixel. 

 

The net trends are shown in Figure 7.  A moderately faint star with a peak pixel value of ~60 e- 
over sky at the top of the detector (2000 pixels from readout) will lose about 50% of its counts 
on a background of 12 e-, but it will lose only 25% on a background of 40 e-.  A marginally 
detectable star will lose about 50% at the higher background but almost 75% at the lower 
background.  Many ACS images have moderately large backgrounds, particularly long exposures 
designed to go faint.  Therefore, these results show that in most cases even faint stars should 
retain most of their counts.   
Overall, these results show smooth, systematic trends with no threshold-type behavior, such as 
WFC3/UVIS experiences when the background gets below 12 e-.  Of course, ACS/WFC images, 
because of their high dark current, larger readnoise, and mostly wide-band visible-wavelength 
filters, tend not to have the low natural backgrounds that UVIS images often have, so we did not 
explore super low backgrounds here.  It is worth noting that as of 2021, with backgrounds of 20 
e-, WFC3/UVIS is seeing losses similar to what ACS is seeing, even though ACS has been in 
space almost two times longer (cf. Figure 18 of Anderson et al. 2021). 
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4. Conclusions 
We have used a combination of deep and shallow images of an inner field in Omega Centauri in 
order to get a direct sense of CTE losses for faint stars.  Such stars cannot be measured well in 
single exposures:  they require the stacking of multiple exposures in order for them to be reliably 
detected and measured. 
The numbers available in this report can help users plan for and analyze their data.  We find that 
when the background is 40 e- or greater, even the faintest stars retain over 50% of their electrons.  
This is encouraging, since most programs that have the goal of finding such stars use wide-band 
filters and long exposures, both of which increase the background naturally without need for 
post-flash.  A recent ISR by Anand et al. (2022) provides recent empirical estimates of the 
background rate for a variety of ACS filters in typical fields. 
In general, if CTE-loss mitigation is the only consideration, it is best to divide the observation 
time into as few exposures as possible.  This both increases the background and increases the 
source-signal per exposure, both of which lead to a higher fraction of charge preserved.  Of 
course, there are competing reasons to take more exposures:  the need to dither to mitigate bad 
pixels and the need to mitigate CRs.  There is no one-size-fits-all recommendation for planning 
observations, but the information provided in this report can help users make wise choices. 
Given that the flux-retention continues to improve as the background goes beyond 40 electrons 
and most deep ACS images have backgrounds higher than this, it may be worthwhile repeating 
this exercise for a more extended set of sky backgrounds.  The ACS team will monitor demand 
for this.  It would be quite straightforward to repeat this analysis for a wider range of sky values.   
Users who already have data in hand can use the numbers in this report to correct their 
observations for the expected CTE losses.  The observation data studied here was taken in early 
2021, so the throughputs observed should be scaled by (y-2021.01)/(2021.01-2002.16), where y 
is the date of observation (in years).  Note that the recovered fluxes correspond to those within a 
2´2-pixel aperture.  This is a somewhat unconventional size, but it is optimal for the faint 
sources we are focused on here.  We were able to determine CTE losses for this aperture by 
comparing recovered fluxes directly against measured fluxes in reference exposures.  To make 
use of such apertures to do calibrated science, a careful aperture correction would be required. 
The study here is based on the _flt images, which have not had the pixel-based correction 
applied.  It would be interesting to see how much of the losses explored here would be corrected-
for in the _flc images.  Unfortunately, since we had to use a subarray here, the pixel-based 
correction could have had some noise artifacts related to the ´4 reduction in prescan pixels 
available for the 1/f-noise correction, and we did not want to try to disentangle that.  This 
exercise could be repeated with full frames, which would allow a direct flt-flc comparison.  

Finally, it is bears repeating that our measurements were made on un-drizzled images.  Most 
faint stars that require multiple observations for detection/measurement are analyzed on drizzled 
products.  Drizzled images are resampled and exposure-time-normalized — and some have some 
backgrounds subtracted (such as post-flash and dark current).  Also, there is generally no unique 
mapping between pixels in a drizzled image and number of shifts to the readout, since in a 
mosaic of exposures a star can appear at the top of one chip and the bottom of another.  All of 
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these issues will complicate a direct correction for drizzled images, but they are not 
unsurmountable. 
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